
 

    Summer term – 30/04/21  
  

Thought of the week:   

 

“There’s not much upside to self-doubt” 
Hugh Hendry 

 

The first step towards increasing your self-esteem is to realise that having low esteem does not lead to 

success and happiness.  So you need to work hard to change it: it will change through the way you think, 

feel and act. 

 

Doctor’s Diagnosis 

The first two weeks back have flown by, and as a busy and important half term for us all begins.  The 

work rate, effort and maturity you have all returned with are a credit to yourselves and also me…well 

done.  These coming weeks signal an opportunity for both Year 13 and Year 12. Year 13, they will provide 

you with the chance to cement your outcomes and ensure you become the student you deserve to be on 

paper as well as in person, through evidencing your grades.  Year 12, they will allow you as the country 

begins to reopen, to become that student who engages with the outside world, increase your exposure 

to new experiences and responsibilities…personal statements and CVs will soon be very necessary. 

 



 

Opportunities 

 

The Open Private School is a registered charity, which seeks to advance social mobility and equality of 

opportunity, by providing some of the intangible benefits of a private education to those from state 

schools. 

They pair highly experienced professionals across finance, law and business, with state-educated 

students to provide them with the exposure to the business world that opens the mind to opportunity 

and aspiration. 

Whilst on the programme, mentees benefit from a series of workshops, designed to raise awareness of 

different routes into industry, providing students with access to a range of industries, develop their soft 

skills and build interview confidence. 

Upon graduation from the programme, all successful students will qualify into our OPS alumni 

community, (which helps to incept the professional network needed to succeed) and all students will 

also be paired with a ‘Life Mentor’, a young individual in their chosen subject area who can guide them 

through their applications to university and beyond. 

Places on the OPS mentorship program are open to all state-school educated students between the 
ages of 16 – 18 and we have opened up our applications now, with the deadline being the 7th May 

2021.  

Please apply to the programme via our website or via our application form: 

https://form.typeform.com/to/MJiOGw 

 

 

 

https://form.typeform.com/to/MJiOGw


 

Time Management Advice: Dealing with Procrastination 

Procrastination usually falls into one of three general categories, strategies for dealing with these are: 

Don’t know how to start: 

Reading – questions and books, marking scheme Seek advice – ask teacher 

Brainstorming – mind maps    Find example answers 

Be optimistic      Talk to friends/peers- maybe people they’ve done it 

Attend lessons & sessions    Internet – ‘Google scholar’ 

 

Feeling overwhelmed: 

Ask for help      Time management – get a diary or wall planner 

Research      Talk to friends/peers 

Prioritise your tasks     Relax – have your strategies for ‘switching off’ 

Make a list – a task list/first actions list maybe?  Take a break to reflect on the ‘big picture’ 

Get started early (or at least earlier)   Break problem into smaller chunks – a chuck is a little task 

 

Lack energy/motivation: 

Visualise goals, focus on the benefits of success List of smaller goals – reward yourself for achieving 

Better diet – sugary foods cause ‘crash or dip’ Get enough sleep. Too much or too little is not good 

Be active –even 30 mins walk a day will help Focus on future and longer term goals – how will it feel 

Be positive!      Talk to friends and peers  

Set realistic goals- small steps lead=big change Get inspired – any role models for you to follow? 

Stay hydrated. Meditate or boost energy with a quick energising 

exercise (get up and walk around or stretch) 

 



 

University Open Day Calendar  

 

 

 

 

 


